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Clark High School gets ready for National Science Bowl stage  

Team returns for its second consecutive trip  
 
LAS VEGAS – The Nevada Science Bowl champion, Clark High School, is making final 
preparations for Washington, D.C., as the team gets ready to represent The Silver State 
during the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Science Bowl, April 25 to 29.  
 
For the second year in a row, Clark students were crowned winners of the Nevada 
Science Bowl, hosted by the Nevada National Security Site at Vegas PBS Feb. 2. The 
team was awarded $5,000 for its math and science departments and an all-expenses paid 
trip to compete in this month’s DOE National Science Bowl, the largest and most 
prestigious national science competition, now in its 28th year.  
 
This year’s Clark High School team is made up of three seniors and two juniors, and all 
but one attended the 2018 nationals. 
 
Coach Chuck Bean, a Clark High School physics teacher, said students are preparing for 
the tiebreaker activity they faced last year and readying for biology questions, since their 
teammate who specialized in the subject graduated.  
 
“They’re in this game because they love to compete,” said Bean. “They want to go up 
against the best teams in the country and see how they do. They strive for the best.” 
 
Each year, more than 15,000 students compete for the opportunity to represent their 
school at the DOE National Science Bowl, where students answer questions from science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics fields in a fast-paced, question-and-answer format.  
 
Sponsors of the 2019 Nevada Science Bowl included the DOE National Nuclear Security 
Administration Nevada Field Office (signature sponsor), Mission Support and Test Services 
LLC, DOE Environmental Management Nevada Program, Bureau of Reclamation, SOC, 
Navarro, JGMS and the National Atomic Testing Museum. 
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For more information about the DOE National Science Bowl, visit 
https://science.energy.gov/wdts/nsb.  
 

# # # 
 
The NNSS and its related facilities help ensure the security of the United States and its allies by: supporting 
the stewardship of the nation’s nuclear deterrent; providing nuclear and radiological emergency response 
capabilities and training; contributing to key nonproliferation and arms control initiatives; executing 
national-level experiments in support of the National Laboratories; working with national security 
customers and other federal agencies on important national security activities; and providing long-term 
environmental stewardship of the NNSS’s Cold War legacy.  
 
The NNSS is managed and operated by Mission Support and Test Services LLC (MSTS). MSTS is a 
limited liability company consisting of Honeywell International Inc., Jacobs Engineering Group Inc., and 
HII Nuclear. The NNSS falls under the jurisdiction of the National Nuclear Security Administration 
(NNSA), an agency within the U.S. Department of Energy. The Site’s operations are government-
controlled and contractor-operated, and are overseen by NNSA’s Nevada Field Office, headquartered in 
North Las Vegas. 
 
For more information on the NNSS, visit www.nnss.gov. 
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